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Free figurative language worksheets 3rd grade

Label: simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or impersonation. Explain. Example: Her smile was a mile wide when she saw her new computer. Example: Alarm signal screeched warning children to go to safety. Example – With all the overtime that Kathy works on, you know she has tons of money saved for her vacation. Draw a character below sentences. Determine
whether an underlined phrase is an idiom, simile, or metaphor. Idioms – a common expression that means something other than words literally mean. Ex: once blue moon Simile - compares two unlike items using likes or how. Ex: white as snow I'm really not sure what our plans are today. We're going to play it with our ear. Grandpa always plays pranks on
us. I never know when he's telling the truth or pulling my leg. Read each sentence. Underline a language that is graphic. Rewrite the sentence without this kind of language, but with the same meaning. Read each sentence. Underline the piece that needs removal and then rewrite the sentence without language, but make sure the sentence expresses the
same meaning. Example: Dad is in a dog house after mom crazy at him last night. Example: You're not out of the woods yet. Mom hasn't seen the color you've spilled yet. He can buy anything because he was born with a silver spoon in his mouth. Read the poem. Then answer the questions by apvising the answer. Decipher the meaning of the poem
phrases. Decide if each sentence below contains a metaphor or simile. Write your answer to the line. Then underline the metaphors in red. Underline similes in blue. Circle the type of shape used: metaphor (M), simile (S), impersonation (P), or hyperbole (H). Perhaps the answer is more than one. Read each sentence below. Determine which technique is
used. Write it on the line. Highlight or emphasize two things that are compared in each metaphor. Highlight or underline the hyperbole in each sentence. Highlight or underline the impersonation in each sentence. Specify the graphic language type for each sentence. Write it on the line. Alliteration is repeating the consonants of sound at the beginning of the
words. Write an example of each language form. Write an example of each format type that should be here. Determine which technique is used. Write it on the line. Then explain your answer. Perhaps the answer is more than one. Read each sentence. Circle the type used: metaphor (M), symley (S), impersonation (P), or hyperbole (H), allergy (A),
onomatopoeium (O), or idiem (I). Perhaps the answer is more than one. Match each form type with its definition. Write four different sentences to describe the image below. Use one type of language in each sentence. Then, in each sentence that you type, specify the type of language you use. Write your MetaphorsWrite Own MetaphorsGive kids the
opportunity to think creatively about metaphors, letting them write their own! Students stretch their imagination and graphic language skills as they think of ways to describe their class, bedroom, and more.2nd gradeReading &amp; Writing Making Sense of graphic language 2Making a sense of graphical language 2Children's practice of identifying and
interpreting one type of graphic language, similes, nine sample sentences.3rd gradeReading &amp; Writing Common Core National Standards requires students to determine graphical language methods. This means that your standardized test is likely to shoot a graphic language. Students can prepare for this by repeatedly encountering graphical language.
You can do this by studying graphical language poems, activities, or worksheets on this page. These worksheets will give students a quick fire practice with graphic language methods. Not only do students identify methods, they have to explain their answers. This approach causes students to ponder their answers. It also helps teachers identify
misunderstandings. Graphical language worksheet 1 Here is a graphical worksheet of ten problem languages. This will give students rapid-fire practices with the identification of graphic language methods. Students read examples, reject the technique, and then explain their answer. Graphical language worksheet 2 Here is another ten problem worksheet to
give students to practice by identifying graphical language methods. Students will read poetry fragments, define graphic methods, and explain their answers. Graphical language worksheet 3 This worksheet packs double doses of graphical language practice: four sides and 27 problems! Students determine whether each passage contains an example of
simile, metaphor, impersonation, hyperbole, or idiom. Students should also explain their answers. Graphical language worksheet 4 This worksheet contains ten more practice problems from classic poems to help students learn graphic language. Students will read examples, develop figuartive methods, and then explain how they received their answers.
Graphical language worksheet 5 Here is another worksheet with 10 more practice problems to help students learn graphical languages. Students will read examples, define graphical language techniques, and then explain their answers. Graphical language worksheet 6 Do you need more practice with graphic language? This 23 issue worksheet with four
pages should keep students busy for a while. Students will determine the graphical language technique used in each of the 23 examples, and then explain how they received the answers. Figurative Language Worksheet 7 What is better than graphical language practice? More language practices! Here 's another two-sided graphic language with ten
problems. The language used in this worksheet is easier to understand. Figurative Language Worksheet 8 Here is another four-page graphical language worksheet. It has 22 graphic langauge techniques used in different contexts. Students read each example, renounce the technique they used, and then explain how they received the answers. Graphical
Language Worksheet 9 Are you still looking for a practice with graphic language? This two-page two-sided worksheet has 22 graphical language problems. Students read poetry passages, identify graphical language methods, and then explain their answers. Lord of the Flies Graphic Language Worksheet Here are four pages, a 26-issue worksheet that
captures examples of graphic language taken from one of my favorite books, Lord, Flies. Students determine what speech number is used and explain their answers. Graphic language of Edgar Allan Poe Worksheet Here is a graphic language worksheet featuring lines from stories and poems by Edgar Allen Poe. Students write which technique is used on
the line, and then explain how they figured out the answer. This is a great activity to use along with one of Poe's stories. The graphic language of O. Henry This worksheet features twenty-three selected examples of graphic language from O. Henry, one of the master writers of the short story. This four-page worksheet will give students a lot of internships in
graphic language and poetry. The imaginative language of Shakespeare Shakespeare is not only a master of theatre, he is also a master of graphic language. His language is also a bit harder for most students to decipher, so it is not recommended for an activity for beginners. Here are 23 imaginative language examples used in Shakespeare's tragedies,
comedies, history plays, and sonnets. Imaginative Language Video Games: I take a couple of educational video games to give students to practice with these skills in a fun way. In these games, students will answer literally hundreds of graphic languages for reviewing questions, playing and exciting games. Orpheus Lyrical – Imaginative Language Review
Game Poetry Cat – Poetry Devices Review Game I also have graphic language tests and worksheets on poetic devices. anchor standards CCSS. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4 - Interpret words and phrases as they are used in the text, including determining technical, conotic and graphical meanings, and analyze how a specific word in the choice form implies or
tone. ccss. ELA-Literacy.CCRA.L.5 – Demonstrate understanding of graphic language, word relationships and nuances in the meaning of words. Expand to view all common basic national standards associated with the ccss of the graphic language. ELA-Literacy.RL.3.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases in the text by distinguishing between
Language. ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.4.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases used in the text, including those that indicate important characters found in mythology (e.g. Herculean). ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.5.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in text, including graphic language, such as metaphors and similes. ccss.
ELA-Literacy.RL.6.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases in text, including graphic and conotic meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone. ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.7.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases in the text, including graphic and cono-prioritising meanings; analyze the effects of poems and other
repetitions of sounds (such as alliteration) to a specific article or stanza of a poem or a section of a story or drama. ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.8.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases used in the text, including graphic and conoisive meanings; analyse the impact of the choice of specific words on meaning and tone, including analogies or cottages to
other texts. ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.9-10.4 – Determine the meaning of words and phrases used in the text, including graphic and conocticing meanings; analyse the cumulative effect of specific word choices on meaning and tone (e.g. how language uses a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or informal tone). ccss. ELA-Literacy.RL.11-12.4 –
Determine the meaning of words and phrases used in the text, including graphic and coging meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or languages that are particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.) ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.3.5 – Show
understanding of graphic language, word relationships and nuances in the meanings of words. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.4.5a - Explain the meaning of simple similes and metaphors (like quite as an image) context. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.4.5b – Recognize and explain the importance of common idioms, adage and proverbs. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.5.5a – Interpret
graphic language, including similes and metaphors. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.5.5b – Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adage and proverbs. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.6.5a – Interpret speech figures (e.g. impersonation) in context. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.7.5a – Interpret speech figures (e.g. literary, biblical and mythical) context. ccss. ELA-
Literacy.L.8.5a – Interpret speech figures (e.g. verbal irony, puns) in context. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.9-10.5a – Interpret speech figures (e.g. euphemism, oxymoron) in context and analyse their role in the text. ccss. ELA-Literacy.L.11-12.5a – Interpret (e.g. hyperbole, paradox) and analyse their role in the text. View Source Common Core Lesson and Unit Plans
Understanding Common Core National Standards Graphic Language can add magic to your writing. Looking for more of something else? Graphical language activities Graphic language lesson and unit plans Poetry Devices Worksheet Irony Worksheets All reading worksheets Worksheets
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